Douglas teaches art at Lincoln High School in Kansas City, Missouri
Survey Graphic publishes a special issue dedicated to "Harlem: The Mecca of the New Negro" Douglas moves to Harlem and studies with modernist artist Winold Reiss; contributes illustrations to black journals The Crisis and Opportunity, and to Alain Locke' s The New Negro This exhibition is the first nationally touring retrospective to celebrate the art and legacy of Douglas, now considered the foremost visual artist of the Harlem Renaissance. With nearly 100 works of art by Douglas plus several by his contemporaries and students, the exhibition focuses on the artist' s career from the 1920s through the 1 940s and is organized both chronologically and thematically. The exhibition argues that Douglas' s bold work opened doors for many and forged a dialogue with American and international modernism that put African artistic influences and African American life, labor, and freedom at its center.
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